Abstract-Soft computing is used to solve the problems where input data is incomplete or imprecise. This paper demonstrate designing fully connected neural network system using four different weight calculation algorithms. Input data for weight calculation is constructed in the matrix format based on the pairwise comparison of input constraints. This comparison is performed using saaty's method. This input matrix helps to build judgment between several individuals, forming a single judgment. Algorithm considered here are Geometric average mean, Linear algebra calculation, Successive matrix squaring method, and analytical hierarchical processing method. Based on the quality parameter of performance, it is observed that analytical hierarchical processing is the most promising mathematical method for finding appropriate weight. Analytical hierarchical processing works on structuration of the problem into sub problems, Hence it the most prominent method for weight calculation in fully connected NN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding a solution to a real time problem is difficult as it may depend on the type of problem, sensitivity of the problem, and type of solution expected. Soft computing approach helps to find a solution in unpredictable situation. Neural network (NN) is one of the techniques of the soft techniques. NN requires weights to be assigned among neurons for calculating result. This paper discusses 4 different algorithms for calculating weights based on input given to the neurons. This paper also compares stated algorithm with an example.
A. Soft Computing Approach
Using computer technology, a process which completes a task is called as computing. Computing is classified into two types. First is Hard computing, i.e., conventional computing concept which uses the available analytical calculation model. Second is Soft computing, which works as a tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty, partial truth, and approximation. [28] It describes and transforms information such as theory, analysis, design, efficiency, implementation, and application as that of the human mind. [1] [25] The main characteristic of soft computing is its intrinsic capability to create hybrid systems based on a (loose or tight) integration of the constituent technologies. [5] This integration combines unclear domain knowledge and empirical data to develop flexible computing tools and to solve complex problems based on the reasoning. [25] [8] [16] Soft computing is more oriented towards the analysis and design of intelligent systems.
Soft computing (SC) has a different technique like neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithm, swarm optimisation and their hybrid combination. [9] SC has strong learning and cognitive ability and good tolerance of uncertainty and imprecision. SC techniques derive their power of generalisation generating output from previously unseen or learned inputs based on approximation. [25] Soft Computing algorithms are used for real time understandable application.
Advantages of Soft Computing can be listed as  Nonlinear problems can be solved using SC;  It works in human knowledge areas such as cognition, recognition, understanding, learning, and computing.  Intelligent systems such as autonomous self-tuning systems, and automated designed systems can be constructed using SC.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE NEURAL NETWORK

A. Artificial Neural Network
The artificial neural network is one of the main techniques of soft computing. [20] The working of a neural network is determined by its activation functions, learning rule, and based on the connection of neurons itself. [26] During training, the inter-unit connections are optimised till the error in predictions is minimised or the network reaches the specified level of accuracy. The network is trained and tested with input pattern.
There are three major steps of execution in the NN 
E. Fully Connected Neural Network
In fully connected NN, all neurons are connected to each and every neuron. Hence this structure is having high strength for fault tolerance. This connected structure needs to assign weights among all nodes. The NN has the ability to capture the nonlinear patterns of the failure process by learning from the failure data, i.e. to learn the network so that to develop its own internal model of the failure process. [6] [15] Fully connected NN has a simple structure and it is relatively easy to implement. Its operating principles and characteristics can be extended to other types of networks, even if some of its connections are missing. 
2. Compute inputs for the next layer from these activations using equation (2):
3. Repeat steps (1) and (2) 2) Back-ward pass: Based on the output unit, error is used to alter the weights on the output units. Then the error at the hidden nodes is calculated, and the weights of the hidden nodes altered using these values. This procedure is repeated till the error is at a low enough level. The purpose of computing the error is to optimise the weights so that to minimise the error in the next level of phase. In order to use gradient descent to train NN, It is required to compute the derivative of the error with respect to each weight. Using the chain rule using equation (3) 
III. WEIGHT CALCULATION ALGORITHM FOR NEURAL NETWORK
The Neural network is trained based on the connection of input to output layers with hidden layer. Weight is assigned to each connection based on its importance of connection. Mathematical methods can be used to assign weights to neuron link. This paper shows mathematical models for assigning weights to fully connected NN using saaty's method. The weights of NN are the most adjustable and important parameters of NN. The weighted sum of the inputs constitutes the activation of the neuron. The activation function produces output of the NN.
A. Saaty's Method for Comparison Matrix
Saaty developed an algorithm finding the importance of input depending on pairwise comparison among inputs forming priority matrix or comparison matrix. [4] Comparison matrix gives a ranking of inputs that indicates an order of favouritism among them. Ordering should reflect cardinal preference indicated by the ratios of value. [29] A priority matrix need to reproduce itself on a ratio scale based on the strength of preferences. 
where b kl = intensity of importance of input k over l.
Thus we obtain B= [b kl ] for k * l. Values need to be within range {1…9} forming a square matrix. This matrix is evaluted for computing eigenvector using different mathematical model. The pairwise comparison matrix is formed, considering the relative significance of rows with that of columns. The matrix is builds based on the reciprocal property. This matrix helps to build judgment of several individuals' input combining it into a single judgment. The normalised eigenvector of the comparison matrix gives the relative importance of the input. The normalised eigenvector is termed as weights for NN with respect to the input comparison.
B. Different weight Calculation Algorithm
B.1 Geometric Average Approximation (GA)
The Geometric Average method (GA) is rigidly defined only for the inputs. Different user will also find the same result in storing data. This method works as per the rate of return that connects the starting and ending values if it is considered in all periods of calculation. It works on relative measure of data. It gives less importance to large items and more to small ones. This method works as an algebraic treatment for defining increase or decrease in the rate of input data. Disadvantage of the geometric average method is that it is not widely used. If any of the input value is zero or negative, then this method becomes indeterminate. This method is not suitable for open-end class interval of the data.
B.2 Exact Linear Algebra Calculation (EA)
Exact linear algebra (EA) includes calculating a solution of linear equations with input as precise value, integers modulo, a prime number, residues modulo, or a minimum polynomial. This method is used for finding matrix's rank, its determinant, its minimal polynomial, and its rational canonical form. Disadvantage of the Exact Linear Algebra Calculation method is that it could easily be unstable for computing large determinant. Also, it does not find approximate solutions as that of the least square method. [14] 
B.3 Successive Matrix Squaring (SMS)
The Successive matrix squaring algorithm (SMS) is used for calculating the generalised inverse of a given pairwise comparison matrix as A Є C m×n . [25] SMS is a deterministic iterative algorithm for finding matrix inversion based on a continuous repetitive matrix squaring technique. [21] SMS specifies generalised inverse with the specified range. SMS works on the policy for displacement rank with given specified ranges. [13] Parallel matrix generated at the end of each 
B.4 Analytical Hierarchical Processing (AHP)
The Analytical Hierarchical Processing (AHP) divides the problem into the order of a set of sub problems. This makes the problem easy to solve and easy for calculation as per the sub problems. [11] Normalised eigenvector is calculated on the basis of the relative intensity of the input vector. The normalised eigenvector is termed as weights with respect to the input vector. Consistency index (CI) of this matrix is compared with that of the relative index (RI) of the matrix. Consistency ratio CR = CI / RI is calculated. If calculated consistency ration CR does not match with the required level (i.e. greater than 0.1), then pairwise comparisons matrix values are reentered. [27] AHP is used for setting priorities of input criteria. This method of pairwise comparison is very straightforward and convenient. It is also used in subjective and objective evaluation for real time problem. It is flexible and able to check inconsistencies in the input data. AHP has been applied in decision-making scenarios such as a selection of one alternative from a set of alternatives, determining the relative merit of a set of alternatives, finding the best combination of alternatives, subject to a variety of constraints, Benchmarking of processes or systems with other in quality management. AHP has a disadvantage for its number of pairwise comparisons. [4] It is equal to (n*(n−1)/2) comparisons for n number of inputs. This method is lengthy and timeconsuming. It has an artificial limitation to use the scale of the 9 point only as per the saaty's method. [24] Comparison between all methods
C. Steps for Weight Calculation Method
To compare weighting algorithm for fully connected NN, following step is performed
Step 1: Construct a neural network pairwise matrix for input, hidden and output layers.
Step 2: Pairwise comparison matrix based on saaty's concept is built for the input layer to hidden layer and for hidden layers to the output layer. For matrix, number of input node will work as rows and the number of hidden layers will work as columns. Same steps of executions are followed for hidden layer to the output layer. Step 3: Find eigen vector for giving pairwise matrix. (or for hidden layer if applicable). 
B. Using Geometric Average Approximation
This is the simplest method for finding eigen value using following formula shown in using equation (6) F = ((multiplication of row value) 1/no. of element / sum of all (multiplication of row value)) 
C. Using Exact Linear Algebra
This method gives new matrix based on each row calculation. For each row, for each cell find value as shown in equation (7) = Cell value / sum of column values (7) Find the weight matrix using equation (7) Weight matrix = Sum of the row value / no. of the element in the row (8) Step 4: find the difference between weights using equation (9) Weight = weight 1 -weight 2 Repeat the step till difference between weight 1 and new weight 2 or so on is minimised. If yes, take new weight as the weight.
E. Using Analytical Hierarchical Processing
This method finds consistency index, if CI is > 0.1, considered value as input is assumed to be correct. Otherwise, reconsider the input value. Find the eigen value using the formula as shown in quation (10) λmax = Sum (row value / sum of column)/ no. of element (10) hence for given values λmax will be λmax =( 5.53+5.22+5.55+5.08+5.06)/5= 5.29
Calculated consistency index will be Consistency index = (λmax-n) / (n-1) => 0.0729
If CI is <0.1 so considered data is accepted. Hence calculated weight will be final weight. After analysis of all mathematical models for calculating weight for NN, AHP method is the most promising method. After understanding the advantages and disadvantages of methods, it is found that AHP is a most prominent method. Even though it is taking more time to calculate the answer, it works in a more systematical way. These algorithms are compared on the basis of the quality parameter such as speed, accuracy, and complexity of evaluation. These parameters are evaluated for measuring speed of execution, accuracy of the result and for the complexity of algorithmic calculation. A number of evaluation loops present in GA, LA and SMS are low compared to AHP. Based on the number of temporary storage, accuracy of result is calculated for AHP which gives accurate answer. For finding answers GA, LA and SMS are less complex compared to AHP. In case of complexity, calculation in AHP is more complex compared to another method. In AHP pairwise comparison of input is done in the structural way; AHP gives more accurate result.
V. CONCLUSION
Soft computing system works on repetitive observation and on adaptive methodology. Neural networks can attain and utilise stored data for finding real time solutions. NN work for tuning the problem. This paper helps to find the weight of NN's neurons based on four different mathematical models. Even though these mathematical models are having their advantages and disadvantages still depending on the requirements of the system, a mathematical model can be selected for the fully connected neural network. These methods are compared for the quality parameters such as speed, accuracy and complexity. After evaluating a simple example, it is found that analytical hierarchical method is the best method for calculating weight of the neurons in the fully connected neural network. AHP considers input parameter comparsion in detail. AHP gives accurate result even though this method is time-consuming.
FUTURE WORK
This mathematical model can be further applied to some more application of NN such as gaming theory, image processing, data analytics and so on to check their validity.
